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With raw candor, elicited by Rebecca Carroll's perceptive questioning, 15 black women between
the ages of 11 and 18, from places as diverse as Brooklyn and Seattle, Alabama and Vermont,
speak out about their inner and outer lives. What they say about identity, self-esteem, the role of
race in their perceptions and treatment, personal values, and their hopes for the future is both
enlightening and moving. 144 pp. National pubilcity. 15,000 print.

Conducting interviews for Sugar in the Raw, Rebecca Carroll traveled to 12 cities across the
country, and talked to more than 50 girls. From that number, she selected 15 who tell their
stories in their own words in this stereotype-breaking book. Nicole, a 17-year-old biracial girl
living in Vermont, tells us she checks the boxes for every race category on census forms. "You
can call me whatever you please," she says, "but I'll still be Nicole." Elsewhere, Laninka, also 17,
from Birmingham, Alabama, tells of her love for ballet and African dance, while Sophie, 20, who
lives in Freehold, New Jersey, tells of growing up in her adoptive white family and her search for
her black identity. Throughout, the girls show their strength and their determination to make a
way for themselves in a world that does not always appreciate them. --This text refers to an out
of print or unavailable edition of this title.From School Library JournalYA?A collection of 15
spirited and thought-provoking monologues based on conversations and interviews the author
held with over 50 young black women. The selections reflect the girls' diverse experiences,
attitudes, and dreams, and represent a broad spectrum of social class and geographical
regions. Jo-Laine of Brooklyn, NY, observes, "The kind of girl I am has everything to do with the
kind of woman I think I'll be. I know that I am bold and straightforward. When it comes time to
deal with boys and whatnot, I will make clear who I am and how I expect to be treated." Aisha, of
Seattle, WA, declares, "My strong suit is what I can do with my mind and my personality. Yes, I
am beautiful, too, but it's not a priority to me." Reacting to the author's project, Reni of
Birmingham, AL, says, "I think the concept of this book is very inspirational because it is so
important for black girls to hear what other black girls are thinking. People create who they are
based on their experiences with and their exposure to other people." The book is entertaining
and instructional both for what it tells readers about the hearts and minds of black teens and for
the model it serves for those who want to learn to evoke personality and power in their own
writing.?Cynthia J. Rieben, W. T. Woodson High School, Fairfax, VACopyright 1998 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.From BooklistIf these young women represent the voice of the next generation, then there is
hope! Carroll interviewed 50 young African American women; she selected 15 of her subjects to
include in this volume. The book is a "nonfiction profile of young black girls in America between
the ages of eleven and twenty years old." The participants spoke with honesty, wisdom, and



promise, and articulated (some using more vernacular than others) their views on race, gender,
and their future as black women in the U.S. So often the media profiles young women as an
"underclass," particularly those from urban settings and underrepresented groups. Carroll
proves definitively that these young woman are thinking (and wisely) about their realities both
now and in the future. Carroll adds an epilogue that sums up some realities for young black
women: "Black and white America have different codes of ethics. . . . We are not advocating
segregation, nor are we black nationalist. We are loving folks and shouting out to one another
because we need to." Lillian Lewis --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.From Kirkus ReviewsA vibrant collection of first-person narratives based on interviews
with young African-American girls. Educator Carroll traveled the country, interviewing dozens of
black girls between the ages of 11 and 20. The essence of 15 of these interviews makes up this
brash and compelling oral history. While the book presents a wide range of voices from vastly
different social and economic backgrounds, all of the subjects share a singular sense of
independence, self-reliance, and pride. Fourteen-year-old Jo-Laine says, ``Being a part of black
culture feels very good to me . . . and even though I know that no matter what I do or say, there
will always be somebody who's going to try and put me down or make me feel like less of a
person than they are, all I have to do is think about how far we've come.'' In their determination to
succeed in a world buffeted by self-destruction and self-indulgence, sex is not something these
girls take casually. Fourteen-year-old Latisha observes that the only thing many young men want
is sex, ``and if we keep giving it to them, they gonna think they can get it anytime they want it. It's
disrespectful.'' Religion seems to play a significant, positive role in the lives of these young
women, providing strong support. Many of the interviewees have had considerable interaction
with white people and express impressions ranging from distrust to genuine affection. Of
particular interest is 20-year-old Sophie, who, like the author, was adopted into a white family.
Having grown up among upper-middle-class whites, Sophie makes a conscious decision to
marry a black man and immerse herself in his world. Carroll succeeds at both giving shape to
these profiles and keeping the text convincingly real. Young black voices that move and
enlighten. -- Copyright ©1996, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"An urgent dispatch from a group of girls who
will not--and must not--be ignored. Carroll allows her subjects to tell their own, unfiltered stories,
and they do: joyfully, painfully, and always powerfully."--Peggy Orenstein, author of School Girls:
Young Women, Self-Esteem, and the Confidence Gap"A stunning achievement."--Henry Louis
Gates, Jr.From the Trade Paperback edition.From the Publisher"An urgent dispatch from a group
of girls who will not--and must not--be ignored. Carroll allows her subjects to tell their own,
unfiltered stories, and they do: joyfully, painfully, and always powerfully."--Peggy Orenstein,
author of School Girls: Young Women, Self-Esteem, and the Confidence Gap"A stunning
achievement."--Henry Louis Gates, Jr. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.From the Inside FlapWith raw candor, elicited by Rebecca Carroll's perceptive
questioning, 15 black women between the ages of 11 and 18, from places as diverse as



Brooklyn and Seattle, Alabama and Vermont, speak out about their inner and outer lives. What
they say about identity, self-esteem, the role of race in their perceptions and treatment, personal
values, and their hopes for the future is both enlightening and moving. 144 pp. National pubilcity.
15,000 print. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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This book is for my mom, Laurette Carroll, whoraised a black girlchild in America on sheer
convictionand fierce motherlove.And to my dad, David Carroll, who introduced me tojournal
writing and bade me never to forsake it.
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FOREWORDAs I read and read again Rebecca Carroll’s Sugar in the Raw, I eagerly recounted



sense memories of my teen years. Yet, I must honestly admit, sometimes I forced myself to relive
with these young black women moments that continue to sicken me, inhibit and constrain my
spirit. I think the most frequent and long-lived aspects of being colored, a woman, and alive is
that our presence is still a surprise, an anomaly. Our mere presence, mind you, turns heads.
What an inhospitable arena to reconnoiter, negotiate, find faith that indeed the sun does rise, if
our very existence is not believable.As both my grandmothers would say were they with us today
(and I must insist that through me they are here), “the Lord wouldn’t set nothing upon us that we
couldn’t handle.” Yet this passel of young girls essentially echoes my grandmothers’ axiom on
their own. One by one they conjure a sense of wonder and strength, and play with not one
“nevermind” if we know or care who or where they are—from Jaminica in San Francisco, whose
third-grade ballet teacher attempted to squash the child’s love of movement and her backside by
ignoring her mercilessly, to Tiffany in Alabama, who knows to have close white friends but “not
real close” ones, just as she realizes the custodians in her school are not our only role models.
(But they do work hard.)I would be less than candid to suggest that I had in any way wrestled
with these issues successfully before my early twenties. Yet, Lanika, seventeen, is aeons ahead
of my generation’s ambivalence toward white rock ’n’ rollers like the ones we saw daily on The
Dick Clark Show:“Now let me tell you a couple of things: First, having dreadlocks doesn’t make
you black, wearing your pants baggy doesn’t make you black, talking a certain way doesn’t
make you black.… It’s insulting because it reduces the black experience down to products or, at
the very most, dialect.”An openness to alternatives is apparent among these interesting and
thoughtful girls as well. I remember distinctly that some professions or vocations were to be
sought or refused depending on how many of the race they employed and what status they
afforded the race. The race had no art historians who had mortgages that we knew of, therefore
art history (even of our history) was not a good career choice. On the other hand, black people
die, so doctors, undertakers, and insurance sales were good. These young women have a
grounded sense of race, but their race consciousness is not restrictive in any sense. Listen to
Alaza of Portland, Oregon:“If I ever did go to college, it would be for cosmetology school
because I want to learn how to put makeup on dead people. I would like to be the person who
makes dead people look cute. I’ve been to a lot of funerals and the dead people always look so
bad. They never look like themselves; they’re all gray and everything. And I’d be thinking, You
know, they coulda done their hair different, too. I’ve lost a lot of friends. And, like I said, I lost my
brother. I think when you leave this world, you oughta be looking cute.”At one fell swoop the myth
of the sex-crazed hip-hop girls smashes into a thousand tears of the caring sisters, homes, and
girlfriends who’ve already lost so much of each other: They go to a lot of funerals. But, hey, they
want to make sure none of us thinks she’s been beaten down, not even when dreams like
Aisha’s of Seattle wait teeter-tottering on droughts and class warfare in Brazil:“… I wanted to
build my own house in Brazil on the bank of a river. I’d want my house by a river because I like
water so much. It’s so gentle and lyrical.”Recognizing in themselves a vitality and legitimacy I
know for a fact were yearned and fought for by their forebears, the narrators belie hopelessness,



cynicism, and gross naïveté. Eschewing the legacy of Morrison’s The Bluest Eye, Latisha,
Myesha, Reni, and all the others are able to cradle our vulnerabilities as they build on strengths
needed to confront and enrich the next millennium. As Alaza says: “I remember saying, ‘Yeah,
girl. It’s good to be black.’ And it is.”A grown black woman, I, Ntozake, want to make witness of
the backbone, clarity, and fragile, agile spirits these young girls and women have chosen to
share with the world. Yes, they no longer obsess about shining floors, or where to sit on the bus,
or why a poll tax test was failed again. Their energies are world-class, their focus global, their
selves glistening in a beauty usually only mothers notice.BEHOLD! Our Daughters!—Ntozake
Shange2 Septiembre 1995Filadelfia

INTRODUCTIONIn the fall of my first year teaching, I had a conversation about colleges and
various black girlchild issues with a student of mine, a senior. A little way into our conversation,
my student looked at me with a somewhat forlorn expression and said with a sigh, “I wish you
had been here when I was a freshman.” As a freshman, this student had been one of the first of a
handful of black students to attend the private Catholic school where I now teach. Although I had
been teaching for only four months at the time, in response to my student’s comment I
immediately felt an eerie sense of familiarity, and of identity struggle, impasse, and
melancholy.Having been adopted into a white family, and having been the only black student
and faculty member in all twelve years of my secondary schooling, as well as having been one of
perhaps two black people in the eight surrounding towns that make up my regional high school,
my exposure and comfort with blackness came relatively late in the game. My student’s yearning
echoed my own voice of years past; Pecola Breedlove’s in Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye; Maya
Angelou’s in the first of her five autobiographies I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings; and Ntozake
Shange’s in her choreopoem of claustrophobic cries for colored girls who have considered
suicide when the rainbow is enuf. That voice comes from a place of solo identity, of begrudged
and premature independence, and of crazy-making uncertainty; the price of the ticket out of that
place comes by means of the soul, transferred into the current alabaster exchange rate. It is the
trade-off of a lifetime, and choosing to pay the ticket offers a few options that go far beyond the
now passé concept of “selling out.” The first and most important option is that one is suddenly
allowed the possibility of individuality and self-creation; the second is the prospect of neutrality
and peace of mind; and the third, less charming and the one Pecola Breedlove opted for, is
complete and utter madness. My student and I have chosen the first, and having made it through
the madness, we are still struggling with the peace.Sugar in the Raw is a nonfiction profile of
young black girls in America between the ages of eleven and twenty years old. I traveled to
approximately twelve different cities nationwide—a few of them twice—and interviewed over fifty
girls. I made a sincere effort to include as wide a variety as possible in terms of class
representation and regional location. The book in its completed form includes only fifteen of the
fifty interviews that I conducted.The medium that I have chosen as writer, at this particular
juncture in my life, involves many voices other than my own, voices that are in a way channeled



through mine, depending upon the subject and the material. In my first two books, it was much
easier to create and develop a biographical narrative based on interviews with brilliant and
established authors. It is a far greater challenge to reconstruct and recreate the voice of an
eleven-year-old black girlchild from Crown Heights, Brooklyn. The reason I have chosen a genre
of writing that is not exclusively my own voice is because I love words and do not presume to
harbor the best ones in my mind and life alone.This medium of biographical research and
interviews also celebrates the one aspect of black culture that still belongs to black people and
can neither be bought nor sold: our language. Black vernacular has been our rightful voice
throughout history, and it has, in many ways, survived our souls when we have needed it the
most. It is not slang, and it is not improper use of the English language; it is black vernacular, and
we are the only ones who know how to speak it because ours has been a culture of the spoken
word—of call and response, of gospel, of blues, of storytelling, of oral history, and of rap. Our
words talk miles of love and struggle.Obviously I have been drawn to interview and write about
black people because of the natural deprivation that I felt due to my circumstances growing up.
However, as I have grown older and have witnessed life in its truest, most unmerciful existence, I
am surprised and assured that my individuality, my blackness, and my Rebecca-ness keep me
coming back for more. I remember when I was a teenager dating young black boys for the first
time, their attention more fortifying than words could possibly describe. I boldly accepted my rite
of passage into this world I had silently longed for while listening with casual indifference to the
voice that questioned what this naive nexus of souls might actually mean. These boys took me
to task on the authenticity of my blackness; they scrutinized my language, my style of clothing,
what my parents did for a living, and where I lived. The only thing about me that they readily
accepted was that I was not as dark-skinned as most of the black girls who hung out at the local
speakeasy in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, where my white birthmother lived (with whom I had
recently reunited). That, and I could dance pretty well.I strategically placed myself in situations
where I was needed and where I needed to be, where I could become, and where I could move
minds from one place to another—black or white, but preferably black. After spending the
weekend immersed in black attention and livelihood, I would go back to my high school in the
more rural part of New Hampshire and argue with my schizophrenia, as the captain of the soccer
team and the captain of the field hockey team gleefully paired up. I was perpetually without a
date, a good friend to many, a girlfriend to none.Regardless of my family and school
environment, growing up I always knew that I was black. I was particularly reminded of this when
my best friend of ten years was forbidden to take me to the junior prom because I was black,
warned that if we did go together, no pictures would be taken. At that time, I didn’t think so much
of other black girls per se, but of black people, wherever they may have been. I clung to a
contrived notion of specialness as a result of my governing factors; being compassionate toward
other black people did not seem relevant, but thinking constantly about where I could find them
did. I couldn’t even muster up affection for my black female peers back at the speakeasy, who
looked at me with salty and invidious expressions. Only now, as an adult, have I been able to



revisit my own black girlchild experience with kindness and to wonder ingenuously about the
experiences of other black girlchildren.My mom sometimes shares a funny story with my friends
when I go off on one of my “blacker than thou” tangents. When I was six years old, my mom
searched high and low to find a dance teacher for me. Ironically, she found a black dance
teacher. After my first class, I came home full of excitement and energy, going on and on about
my professional dancing aspirations. When I paused briefly, my mom said to me, “And isn’t it
great that your teacher is black?” And I replied, “Oh yeah, she is, isn’t she?” That is the truth. It
had not occurred to me.I feel now that in my work as an author, a biographical researcher, and
an instructor of history and literature, I can no longer afford such blissful insouciance. What I can
afford to do is to look at what I have before me and to assess it in an evolutionary, intelligent, and
passionate way so that it is accessible. This is not a pledge of multiculturalism or diversity, words
that belong in the socially constructed lexicon of race relations euphemisms, but a pledge of
human existence in the present, with kind and courageous acceptance of the past.I was raised
in a family of creativity and will; it was not “racial.” I have a black student at the school where I
teach who, when things are not going her way, takes heart in saying, “It’s racial.” I allow her that
freedom because it’s funny. Just like when the folks gather together in our name and play the
dozens, or call each other Negroes or Negresses, or tell each other to “stop actin’ your color!”
But I also know, like the air I breathe, what is “racial” and what is not. I have had no choice but to
learn the difference because I have existed in the margins of both white American culture and
black American culture. I have been forced to find ways in which I can navigate myself out of the
margins but not necessarily into the mainstream.My research for Sugar was both remarkable
and insightful. In Brooklyn, where I lived for a year, I visited a small Catholic school, which was
predominantly black with a spattering of Hispanic students. I spoke to the eighth-grade girls
about writing, about my project: how it was for and about them, and perhaps they would like to
help in its creation. At first they just looked at me. If I recall correctly, I was wearing jeans and a T-
shirt, maybe a suit jacket over it—not terribly bohemian, more minimalist. I wore my hair naturally
in a close crop cut, as I do now. One girl raised her hand and asked, “How come you dress
so … so … different? And why you wear your hair all natural—don’t you have trouble with the
naps? Where are you from? Excuse me, but what kinda black lady are you?” I smiled, looked at
her, and said, “The kinda black lady that you wanna know.”I went on to tell these girls that the
“kinda black lady” I was, was the kind that wanted each of these girls to feel self-aware, strong
enough to self-invent, and creative enough to make her life look any way that she wanted it to
look. I told them that I was the “kinda black lady” who has seen the inner workings of both black
and white America, and that it’s real serious. I told them that I was the “kinda black lady” who
writes books, and who celebrates and honors her cultural heritage. And I told them that I was the
“kinda black lady” who preferred to be called a black woman, but that Rebecca would do even
better. The girls were very different after that, and the atmosphere in the classroom where we
were talking changed dramatically. “So you mean,” said another girl, “you’re not tryin’ to be like
other black ladies? You just tryin’ to be you?” Exactly. It’s not the only way, but it’s one way. I was



amazed at some of the expressions and responses I would get from these girls when I told them
that their lives were their own, shielded by their very own implements of war.From Burlington,
Vermont, to Birmingham, Alabama, to Roxbury, Massachusetts, to Seattle, Washington, to
Atlanta, Georgia, young black girls in America are often not heard, or rather, their lives are
dictated for them by society, resulting in unnecessary feelings of entrapment. In some cases,
many black girls don’t know that individual accountability is not a myth or a crime: It is what
makes it possible for us to live together on the planet as human beings.My life’s work has been
to build a bridge between notebooks and street signs, to cultivate an urgent relevance between
the two. We spend lots of time engaged in discourse about the human condition: We write notes,
articles, books, and other forms of extremely well-written analysis, particularly on the subject of
race relations. Yet, when we go outside, we can’t understand that red means “stop” or that
DON’T WALK means “don’t walk”: red as in the color of a stop sign, as in the color that flows
from our bodies when we are wounded; DON’T WALK as in there are cars coming, as in don’t go
there. It is a matter of truly learning how to unify instinct with intellect, to civilize our instincts and
to revere our intellects. Sugar in the Raw is a tribute to the virtue of street signs and first-person
testimony.—Rebecca CarrollDecember 1995Cambridge, Massachusetts
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GoodVibes007, “Great read!. I absolutely loved this book. It was so refreshing to read about the
accounts and experiences of Black girls from various demographics. I appreciate the writer's
attempt to maintain the authenticity of each girl.”

Ivett V, “Great and easy read.. I really enjoyed reading this book. I respect and appreciate these
girls perspectives.”

L.S. Cauldwell, “you. Don't let their grammar fool you. These young girls and teens have a lot on
their minds and aren't afraidto express it and let you know how they truly feel.”

UBanks, “Interesting book. I wanted another perspective on the experiences of African American
girls. This did meet my needs. Also, the book came on time and in as advertised. Was pleased
with this purchase.”

NappyGirl, “Coming of Age Stories. SUGAR IN THE RAW is an inspiring collection of essays
written by 15 African American young women who, as the backcover asserts, "refuse to be
ignored."These girls may share a racial ancestry but their stories are as unique as they are. This
thin volume contains essays from young women of all walks of life: from a bisexual homegirl in
Portland trying to keep it together to a biracial girl in lily white Vermont coming to terms with who
she is, the reader of SUGAR will share in all the girl's excitement, fears and triumphs.The only
drawback is the the book is so short. The editor interviewed over 90 girls from around the
country but only 15 are included here. SUGAR can be easily read in one sitting and will leave
you wanting more. Hopefully, a SUGAR II is in the works.All in all, this book would make a great
gift for a young woman of any race.”

Eileen Dimalanta, “Feminine Pride Shines in "Sugar in the Raw". This small, paperback captures
the emotional tales of young, African American girls from across the United States. Discussions
of self-esteem, identity, racism, prejudice, and relationships permeate throughout Rebecca
Carroll's book. Readers of all ages amd races come away with a profound understanding of
what it means to be Black and female, but most importantly, the pride and strength that these
young women carry within themselves in order to survive in America's society. Young girls of this
culture will undoubtedly regard this book as a treasured resource since these humorous,
personal and frank stories connect them to a sense of comaraderie, support and confidence.
Carroll only reveals fifteen of fifty stories, which leaves you wanting and wondering about the
rest.”

The book by Rebecca Carroll has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 23 people have provided feedback.
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